The Navigator Remote Control

Features and Functions of the Navigator

The Navigator was designed with all of the functions of your Cable Converter as well as all of the most common functions for your other equipment. The following illustration and key chart describes the basic functions of the Navigator remote control.

For Your Other Equipment

The Navigator can operate any combination of other devices including Cable Converters, TVs, VCRs, CD Players, Stereo Amplifiers, Receivers and Audio Service. The Navigator is designed to operate all of the functions of your Cable Converter as well as all of the functions of your home entertainment components. If you are operating a Receiver, the CH +/- keys may operate the PRESET +/- feature. If you are controlling a Digital Audio Service Box, the CH +/- keys operate the Source/Mode Select/Input function.

Installing the Batteries

Your Navigator requires four (4) AAA alkaline batteries. To install the batteries:

1. On the back of the Navigator, pull up on the tab and lift the battery cover off.
2. Match the + and - marks on the batteries in the + and - marks on the battery case, then insert the batteries.
3. Press the battery cover back into place.

NOTE: Removing the batteries will NOT require you to reprogram the Navigator. The remote will retain the function codes in memory with each key press when the batteries need replacing.

Setting Up Your Components

To program the Navigator to operate your TV:

1. Look at the brand name of your VCR and then write it in the space below:

2. Press TV and release. Press and hold SETUP until the Navigator’s red light blinks twice, then release SETUP.

3. Enter the first three digit VCR code listed in the "Search Codes for VCRs" section. If you perform this procedure correctly, the red light will blink twice.

4. Aim the Navigator at your VCR and press POWER. Your VCR should turn off. If your original VCR remote control did not have a POWER key, press PLAY. Your VCR should start to play. If your VCR has a POWER key, repeat steps 2, 3, and 4, each code listed for your brand until you find the one that operates your VCR. If you still cannot get your VCR to work with the Navigator, by searching your VCR code in the "Searching For Your Code" section.

5. Your Navigator is now programmed to operate your VCR. Write your VCR code in the boxes to the left for future reference.

NOTE: If your TV/VCR is working on one of the above codes highlighted with an asterisk (*), you may need to program a separate TV code in order to control the volume. Check the list of codes below and follow the instructions detailed in the To Program the Navigator to Operate Your TV section prior to the left for future reference.

To program the Navigator to operate your Cable Converter:

1. Press and release CABLE.

2. Press and hold SETUP until the Navigator’s red light blinks twice.

3. * - Press B - B. The Navigator’s red light will blink twice.
4. Press CH-. The Navigator’s red light will blink twice.

**NOTE:** The red light is now programmed to operate your Audio Component. Write your Audio Component code in the space below.

Remember, if you want to use your Navigator to operate your Audio Component, press the key first.

5. **NOTE:** The key can be programmed with codes listed for your brand, or if your brand is not listed at your location. Press and hold SETUP until the red light blinks twice. Release SETUP.

6. Press and hold SETUP until the red light blinks twice. Release SETUP.

**NOTE:** The Channel Lock feature to limit channel changing in the CABLE mode:

- Press and hold SETUP until the red light blinks twice. Release SETUP.

- Press CH-. The Navigator’s red light will blink twice.

To program the Navigator to operate your Audio Component (CD Player, Receiver, Ampli or Digital Audio Service):

1. Turn on your Audio Component. If you are setting up a CD Player, turn on your CD player and insert a compact disc.

2. Press AUDIO and release. Press and hold SETUP until the red light blinks twice, then release SETUP.

3. Enter the first three-digit CABLE converter code listed in the "SET UP CODES FOR CABLE CONVERTERS" section. The brand is listed in alphabetical order with the corresponding code.

4. Turn on your Audio Component. If you are setting up a CD Player, aim your Audio Component at the CABLE converter and press SETUP. You should turn off or turn off your Audio Component to play your disc. If your Audio Component does not respond, repeat steps 2-4, trying each code listed for your brand until you find the code that operates your Audio Component. If you still cannot get your Audio Component to work with the Navigator, try searching for your code as outlined in the "Finding Your Code" section.

Remember, if you want to use your Navigator to operate your Cable Converter, press the KEY key first.

**NOTE:** The Cable key can be programmed with codes listed for your brand. Refer to the CABLE CONVERTERS chart, below the steps above, entering the three-digit code for your brand.

- Set up your new component.

- To lock in the code for your TV, your audio component, or your cable converter, repeat Steps 1 through 5, only substitute the appropriate device code.

- For the third and final digit, press 2, press 3, count the number of times the red LED (blinks on the Navigator). If the light does not blink when you press the number 2, the digit is zero. Now you have your four-digit code.

**NOTE:** To find the code for your other components, repeat Stage 7 through 9, only substitute the appropriate device key (VCR, Cable or Audio) for the component you wish to get the code for.

Learning The Codes Programmed Into The Navigator

If you have set up the Navigator using the "Searching For Your Code" procedure, you may need to find out which three-digit code is operating your equipment. Use this procedure after you have set up your component to find out which three-digit code is operating your equipment. For example, to find out which code is operating your TV:

1. Press TV and release. Press and hold SETUP until the red light blinks twice, then release SETUP.

2. Press 9. 9. 0. Release SETUP.

3. For the first digit of your three-digit code, press 1, wait 3 seconds and count the number of times the red LED (blinks on the Navigator). If the light does not blink when you press the number 1, the digit is zero.

4. For the second digit, press 2, wait 3 seconds and count the number of times the red LED (blinks on the Navigator). If the red light does not blink when you press the number 2, the digit is zero. Now you have your four-digit code.

**NOTE:** To find the code for your other components, repeat Stage 9 through 11, only substitute the appropriate device key (VCR, CABLE, or Audio) for the component you want to get the code for.

Volume Lock

When you receive your Navigator, volume control is operated through your home entertainment unit. To lock in the code for your TV:

1. Press and hold SETUP until the red light blinks twice, then release SETUP.

2. Press 9. 9. 3. Release SETUP.

**NOTE:** The red light blinks twice. If you press a key other than a Volume Lock key, the code for your TV will not be masked in the Navigator’s memory.

3. Press and release CABLE. The Navigator’s red light will blink twice.

4. Now, whenever you press VOL- or VOL+ on the Navigator, your cable converter or audio component will control the volume.

5. **NOTE:** The Navigator does not control operation or perform commands after Volume Lock.

Troubleshooting

- Red light does not blink or blinks 5 times when a key is pressed?

- Red light blinks 5 times when a key is pressed?

- Red light blinks when you press a key but you receive no response from your home entertainment component?

- The red light blinks after you press a key to lock in the code for your TV?

- The Navigator does not operate your home entertainment component or it is not performing commands properly?

To test all of the components you are setting up or are being controlled by the remote controller:

1. Press and hold SETUP until the red light blinks twice, then release SETUP.

2. Press 9. 9. 0. Release SETUP.

3. Press and release CABLE. The Navigator’s red light will blink twice.

4. Now, whenever you press VOL- or VOL+ on the Navigator, your cable converter or audio component will control the volume.

5. **NOTE:** The Navigator does not control operation or perform commands after Volume Lock.

- VCR not recording?

- No volume on a 2nd TV?

- Channel + and LAST not working on your RCA TV?

Problems changing channels:

1. If your original remote control ENTER key does not have any user functions, replace the batteries with four AA batteries. Press and hold SETUP until the red light blinks twice. Release SETUP. Enter 9-9-3 and release.

2. Use the VCR setup codes for your brand. Some components may require both a TV code and a VCR code for full operation.

World Wide Web: http://www.onefacil.com

The UNIVAND “Navigator” does not have any user serviceable parts. Opening the case, except the battery cover, may cause permanent damage to your UNIVAND “Navigator.”

Univand is a trademark of Universal Electronics Inc.
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